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It was never easier! All tracking functions are
fully automated! Yes(!) - no more of time consuming frame-by-frame working, no more long
rendering, no to complicated and frustrating
usage. GC is very simple program, yet, with all you
need! Forget about distracting and unnecessary
funOpen GC and save a lot of yout precious time
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We strongly believe in our vision
and we are determined to bring it into life.
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no extra camera

Proffesional camera/GOPro/Phone?
Match or a training conditions?
It doesn’t matter! GC works always and
with any video format.

No more complicated or time consuming calibration! No to permanently installed camera
devices. GC is the moset flexible solution that
you can use everywhere.

best tool
for analysts

ai & machine learning

GC is designed for analyst and coaches,
not for graphic designers - with simple,
clear and intuitive interface.

real time
working

Working in online and offline conditions!
Prepare your analysis wherever you are home / office / bus / stadium / treining...

Fully automated software!
No more frame-by-frame working.

fast rendering

Woried about your files safety?
With GC you can imiedietly render your
files at your device.

geniuscoach

VIDO
ANALYSIS
MADE IN...
SECONDS

premiere date

JANUARY

2021

hello!

It’s really just a while, for
things to get changed!
Let’s take an exciting adventure with
us and discover how the next generation video analysis software rise!
For next few months, until Januarys
premiere, we will post news about
how we’re going and what’s new!
For the first step of the journey,
chceck our brochure ->

PURCHASING
Check all the purchasing options and choose the
one for You!

FIRTS TEAM

ACADEMY

PERSONAL USE

PREPARED by
Genius Coach

A solution adapted to the
high needs and standards
of the first club team. The
full version of the program
is available to all coaches
and analysts working on the
team.

The best solution for coaches
working with the youngest
players. The tool is also available in the form of an online platform to further facilitate the work of coaches and
young players to develop
and understand the sport.

Your individual account,
made to fulfill your individual needs. It stays with you as
long as you want, even when
you change the current job/
club.

You would like to provide
your players with professional analysis, but you still lack
the knowledge? Or maybe
you would like to consult the
behavior of your player or
team? Let our trainers perform the analysis for you!

Tomasz Kantor
t.kantor@genap.com.pl

Contact
Let’s talk about GC, about football, about
analysis.. Let’s talk about anything you want!
:

Filip Barański
f.baranski@genap.com.pl

Bartosz Szymański
b.szymanski@genap.com.pl

www.genap.com.pl
POLAND - Lodz

